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for April Fools & LA Lovers
On April 2, 2011 the Studio celebrates
“Los Angeles Love Stories”--its annual
fundraiser. Guests will be entertained by
some of Los Angeles’ legends in the arts
and entertainment including Lady Bug
the Amazing Clown, Lennie Bluett, Lucas
Benitez, Tomás Benitez, Rubén Martínez
and Luis J. Rodriguez. We are grateful to
the following individuals and institutions for
their donations of goods and services:
José Alamillo
Michael Amescua
Tomás Benitez
The Counter Restaurant
the Dodgers Foundation
Hop Li Restaurant
the Huntington Gardens & Library
Green Street Restaurant
Leo Limón
Los Angeles Pizza Company
the Pasadena Museum of California Art
Paseo Jewelers
Philippe’s the Original
Rubén Martínez
Sheila Sasha Wombat
the Staples Center Foundation
Linda Vallejo
Devra A. Weber
The Veterans Print Studio
In addition to being a fundraiser, this event is
a celebration of the Studio’s work. Over the
last five years we have gathered dozens of oral
histories, amassed a library of over 1,600
items dedicated to local history, and launched
the online resource LA History Archive at
www.lahistoryarchive.org.

We are a nonprofit resource
center dedicated to critically
chronicling and disseminating
the region’s social history in
order to foster sense of place.
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News Notes

WELCOME NEW BOARD MEMBER - DR. JOHN MURRAY

John Murray is an Associate Professor of Writing at the University of
Southern California and an excellent teacher--he actually earned his
PhD from USC in Education. In addition to bringing a great sense of
humor to the Studio, Dr. Murray provides new networks of educator
support and expertise. Welcome John!

COLLABORATIONS: Over the last few months, the Studio has

partnered with several fantastic students and instructors engaged in
issues of activism, art, history and public practice. Evidence of this
collaboration will be on display in May with Reina Alejandra Prado
Saldivar’s Cultural Studies students at the Clairmont Graduate School
in the exhibit “Navigating LA.” (see page 5 for more ) CALArts Theater
Professor Evelyn Serrano designed one of her classes to be centered
around community engagement and invited the Studio to partner. This
collaboration has provided for new sources of information (specifically
related to Santa Clarita, Saugus and CALArts). USC History Professor
Lon Kurashige invited the Studio to his class on LA and his methods class
came to see how history may be manifested into public practice. USC
Writing Professor and Board member John Murray had his course on
activism collaborate with the Studion in order to generate ways of looking
at local history--this time within an institutional framework. The Studio
has collaborated with CSULA’s Honors College’s Alejandra Marchevsky
& Michael Willard and Link Mize at the New Open World Academy on
the Common Ground project (see page 6 for more). Finally, the Studio
provided a workshop with the fantastic teachers from Teaching American
History and their coordinator Jenny Swann (see page 4 for more). These
instances of shared goals of teaching and the integration of local history
have provided for both new information and experiences that generated
sense of place and synergy for all.
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Profile in Courage:
Jeffrey Stoever
by Sharon Sekhon

We include one of the Studio’s
oral history profiles in each
issue of proofs not only in order
to highlight our work, but also
to share the stories of everyday
heroes whose history matters
to Southern California. In this
issue of proofs, I am writing
about Jeffrey Stoever. I had
the opportunity to interview
him in January of this year as
part of the Studio’s ongoing oral
history program but also to focus on the role of veterans in Southern
California history. I was originally referred to Jeff Stoever by his
daughter Jenny (both are in the photograph above on her wedding day
in 2007) and was immediately taken by his love of his family. He was born
in the late 1940s in Fond du Lac, Wisconsin and moved to Riverside in
1960. As a teenager he spent his money on rock n’ roll music and an
album collection, maintained in mint condition and organized by the
order in which each was purchased. After graduating from Ramona High
School, he earned his A.A. from Riverside Community College in 1968
and his B.A. in Business Administration from Cal State Fullerton in
1973 after being honorably discharged from the United States Army in
1971. Jeffrey worked in the title insurance industry for over 35 years.
He was proud of his military service for specific reasons that were connected
to a personal ethos. Stoever joined in1968 after the TET Offensive in
the Vietnam War and the predictions on its success had publicly turned
to pessimism. Stoever had friends whom he respected for their decisions
to avoid the draft or to enlist. He explained his choice simply: “If it wasn’t
going to be me, it was going to be someone else just like me. What made
me better than him?” Stoever was stationed in Georgia and ultimately
never went to Vietnam. He was proud of his connection to the military.
When he passed away three months after our interview on March 5, he
requested that he be interred at the National Cemetery in Riverside.
His death leaves a legacy that leaves me full of regret and wanting -- I
wasn’t done learning his history and he wasn’t nearly finished living.
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Teaching American History at the Studio
by George Castillo

On Saturday, March 19, 2011, the Studio organized a memory box
workshop and a walking tour of Chinatown alongside Jenny Cree Swan for
a group of teachers involved with Teaching American History. Teaching
American History is a government funded program that, according to
their website, is dedicated to raising “student achievement by improving
teachers’ knowledge and understanding of and appreciation for traditional
U.S. history.” Twenty-six teachers representing magnet schools
across LA County attended the workshop. Some schools represented
at the Studio were New Heights Charter School, Our Community
School, Bert Corona Charter School, and Monsignor Oscar Romero.
The day began with a welcome and introduction to the Studio by the
Studio’s founder and Director, Dr. Sharon Sekhon. Afterwords, Dr.
Sekhon and Christian Lainez led the participants through a walking
tour of Chinatown that featured locations such as Chavez Ravine, The
Pacific Alliance Medical Center, and the Thien Hau Temple. After
the walking tour, participants began creating “Memory Trunks”-one of the Studio’s lesson plans that asks you to memorialize a special
person, place or thing. The teachers will finish their projects at home and
share them later in April. We are really looking forward to the finished
projects and learning from these outstanding teachers, who were chosen
to participate in this program because of their excellence in teaching.
The Studio is proud to have helped Teaching American History instill
new knowledge to teachers and students and would love an opportunity to
do so again in the near future. Unfortunately, as Congress continues its
budget cuts, they have proposed to cut funding for Teaching American
History. I strongly encourage the Studio’s board, members, and
supporters to contact their representatives in Congress to demand the
continued funding of Teaching American History to make sure that the
history of our nation, our state, and our city continues to be properly
taught to students across LA. Find information on how to contact your
local representative at www.house.gov/writerep/. Author George
Castillo is profiled on page 7 and is the newest member of the Studio’s team.
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NAVIGATING L.A.,

an example of pedagogical practice
& partnership with the Studio
By reina alejandra prado saldivar
Were it not for the enthusiasm of Sharon Sekhon who encouraged the
idea of collaborating between CGU students and the Studio for Southern
California History this exhibition would not be a reality. The Studio’s
premise of offering a variety of models by which to understand the complex
and rich regional history has motivated the students to think outside the
box. The exhibition design and interactive elements will reflect the spirit of
the Studio’s participatory praxis of writing one’s history. Navigating L.A.:
Bodies, Borders, Communities, & Migration, May 6 – June 23, is a project
curated by Claremont Graduate University students enrolled in CLST
384 Welcome to L.A. course taught by me this term. Upon organizing a
new course for the Museum Studies division within the Cultural Studies
Program, I wanted the seminar to engage L.A. as a subject as well as
offer a practical component that challenged students to present their
findings about this expansive and at times elusive metropolis. Teaching a
seminar of this type has provided an opportunity to achieve both goals.
The exhibition presents lines of inquiries regarding the
themes of bodies, borders, communities & migration and
how we navigate L.A. ... CONTINUED ON PAGE 11.
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The Rafu Shimpo
The newpaper’s 100+ year history was
presented last month in Little Tokyo at a
walking tour that was more standing than
walking by the newspaper’s sports editor
Mikey Hirano Culross. In addition to
discussion its beginnings, Culross discussed
internment and the present newspaper’s
activities, and provided an often
humorous and sometimes somber history.

Common Ground: The Ambassador & Beyond
On March 2, 2011, the Studio announced a new community history
project--Common Ground: the Histories of the Ambassador Hotel’s
Neighborhood. In collaboration with the Honors College at California
State University Los Angeles and the New Open World Academy—the
school at the former Ambassador Hotel site. The Studio has organized a
series of activities designed to gather and share stories connected with the
former Ambassador Hotel and its neighborhood also known as ‘Wilshire
Center.’ The Studio invites those interested in sharing their histories
in two ways. Anyone may call to schedule an interview between now
and July 1, 2011 to share their experiences of the Ambassador Hotel.
The Studio will be hosting two monthly collection days on May
7 and June 4 from noon – 4:00 pm for individuals wishing to
loan photographs or ephemera to be digitized and included in the
project. Short interviews will also be conducted on Collection Days.
Please contact the Studio if you are interested in participating in this
ongoing neighborhood history project. Students participating in the
project from CSULA will assist in documenting the neighborhood over
different periods through different history methods including oral history
and examing public records. Participating CSULA professors include
Michelle Hawley, Alejandra Marchevsky, Angela Vergara & Michael
Willard. Students from Link Mize’s course at the NOW Academy will
conduct “My Neighborhood Photo Essays” that will be part of an online
guide to the neighborhood. There are many postcards and timeline entries
on the website, which is managed by George Castillo (see story on next
page). This website is available for exploration on the LA History Archive
at www.lahistoryarchive.org/CommonGround/.
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Meet George Incroyable!

The Studio is proud to introduce our newest intern
GEORGE CASTILLO. George is from Bell and attends CSULA
where he is majoring in Anthropology. George has assisted at several
Studio events and is the Project Manager for the research project
Common Ground (see story on previous page). Although he has been
here only a few months, George has made a presence at the Studio and
brings patience and humor to all occasions. When we were returning
from a workshop at the NOW Academy, we discovered a piece of
public art by the artist Banksy on a wall on Washington Boulevard.
When we stopped to take a photograph of the artwork, George
(left) and Christian Lainez posed in front it for posterity. Without
being prompted, George posed like the handyman in the image,
clearly wowing Christian. Another example is his alter ego
George Incroyable!, a media sensation on the World Wide Web
where he posts his observations on life. His Youtube Channel is
www.youtube.com/GeorgeIncroyable
More seriously, George brings a fresh perspective to the Studio’s
programming and has made significant contributions. He already
wants to make the “My Neighborhood Photo Essay” a video essay
and not just limited to photographs and text. He is the self-appointed
Hill Street Historian, and leader of new generation of voices of Los
Angeles history. If you see him at the Studio, say hello to George!
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MY NEIGHBORHOOD PHOTO-ESSAY

Monterey Park - by Lucas Benitez

Since its opening, the Studio has sponsored this simple yet powerful
contest. To enter, you must submit five photographs and a 500 - 1,000
word essay explaining how the photographs illustrate “home.” To
date, we have collected essays representing diverse neighborhoods
throughout Southern California including Alhambra, Brentwood, Bell,
Chinatown, Culver City, Eagle Rock, Little Tokyo, Mid City, Pasadena,
Thai Town, Topanga, Westwood and more. See page 10 for more info.
This is the park that is down
the street from my house.
The part which is most
vibrant in my head is the
baseball field. My Dad and
I used to play catch there
and he would help me with
my form when I used to play
baseball way back in the day.
I remember even having
legitimate baseball practices
there with the rest of my team once, which I thought was crazy because
I had never seen the field as a place of practice but instead a place of
recreation. As the years progressed, I came back to this same park and
would skate around it trying to find spots where I could have a little session.
When I was in pre-school,
my mother would take me
to this park everyday after
school to play on this old
wood and metal monkey
bars type of gym set; it was
heaven in my eyes. The
playground set resembled a
set from a scene in a movie
that I cherished called
“The Train” which I used to
watch religiously everyday from 3:00 - 4:00 pm I was Burt
Lancaster trying to sabotage the Nazis from stealing European
art in World War II every day, thanks to my Mom. I barely
go there anymore but its still holds strong memories that
stay with me because let’s face it, it was my childhood park.
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This is Mark Keppel High
School. I don’t go there
now, and never will attend
it even though it’s right
across the street from my
house. I could walk to the
end of my driveway at any
time of day and see this
school whenever I wanted.
I even tried to skate there
a couple of times as well.
I’ve had a few friends go there including two of my closest friends
that still live several houses down from mine. Their names are
Julio and Luan. My best friends. We would run around the
neighborhood when we were younger and through the school at times.
The reason I mention the school is because we would always be out
in the street and though we didn’t spend all of our time trespassing
through the school, it was always there as the backdrop to our
urban playground. I loved seeing that school. I remember going a
couple of times a long time ago when my parents were still married
and we used to fly kites there on the lawn when it was really windy.
This is the majority of my backyard
and as you can see I had a lemon tree,
but yet never once had lemonade,
haha! But that’s okay -- my mom
always bought it for me. God, all the
events that happened here, I don’t
even know where to start. I had some
of the best birthday parties here, my
parents even had my baby shower
here, I think, before I was born. This
was the epicenter of our playground.
I remember playing all the games of
tag, shooting each other with airsoft
guns, and even setting up a mini pool on
summer days when it was just too hot.
At night, it was the best because no one could see the stupid shit
we did. I lived in a duplex in the back with another house in the
front, which had various people living there throughout the years.
CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE
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For a few years I had
neighbors living in the
other condo that were
better friends. Their names
are Sky, Shanelle, and
Tristan. Sky and Shanelle
were around the same age
as Julio, Luan, and I, but
Tristan was a bit younger
than us and would usually
have to go inside before the
rest of us. We would just
do the normal things kids
do; we played card games,
truth or dare games (since
we hung out with girls now),
sports games; anything you
can think of, we played it.
All of this was in the
city of Monterey Park
(L.A.’s Real Chinatown
if you ask me), a
city of good people,
with an excellent addition to the cultural melting pot of
Los Angeles. It was home for me for twelve years until I
moved to South Pasadena with my mother in sixth grade.
So here it is. All of the good stuff that I remember from growing up in
Monterey Park, everything special to me. I miss it but I don’t let it get
me down because it was going to happen anyway; growing up. I love my
home, Monterey Park, without it I wouldn’t be the person I am today.

Are you up to the My Neighborhood Photo Essay Challenge?
Those wishing to participate should include:
Photographer’s Name,
Home Address (Number, Street, Apt #)
City, State, Zip code
Phone Number, E-mail address (optional)
500-1,000 Word Essay

The next
2011 due
dates are May 1,
August 1
& November 1.

Photographs with title, location and date for each image. One entry per person.
All entries will be judged anonymously and will become property of the Studio
for Southern California History and included in the LA History Archive.
Submissions must be postmarked, or your email dated, on or before the contest
deadline. Submit entries by mail or electronically to: thesocalstudio@gmail.com.
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PRADO - NAVIGATING LA ... CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5.
Surprised by the number of students interested in the course,
the diversity of the class has presented opportunities for lively
discussions which have informed the students’ vision for the
exhibition. Throughout the seminar, students have read works by
Gloria Enedina Alvarez, Eric Avila, Meiling Cheng, Karen Mary
Davalos, William Deverell, Sesshu Foster, Harry Gamboa, Jr., David
James, Norman Klein, Anthony Macias, Marisela Norte, Renato
Rosaldo, Sarah Schrank, Daniel Widener, Victor Viesca, Raúl
Homero Villa, Helena María Viramontes, and Karen Tei Yamashita.
Among the guest lecturers was Professor David James, film
scholar and expert on avant-garde film produced in Los Angeles,
who generously shared his time with us for a special presentation
at the Studio for Southern California History in March. Also,
Darren J. de Leon, former manager of the Youth Arts Workshop
housed at Yerba Buena Center in San Francisco, Raquel Gutierrez
writer and founding member of Butchlalis de Panochtitlan, Otoño
Lujan, former Executive Director of Side Street Projects, Adrian
Rivas, founder of G727 in Los Angeles, and Sandy Rodriguez,
arts educator for the Getty Museum, helped the students
conceptualize the various components of the exhibition and shared
their own histories and creative practices with Los Angeles.
The exhibition will feature a range of works that highlight art
collectives such as Regeneración formerly based in Highland Park
during the 1990s and the Mobile Mural Lab established since
2002 that “connects with a variety of communities including:
(visual artists, graffiti artists, youth based organizations, urban
planners, and performers) by means of social networking and
visibility within the public realm.” Other artists’ works by Tony
Lopez, Alexis Vaughn, Emilio Venegas, and Kaylie Wilson to
name a few, will also be on display. The students will have an online exhibition catalogue with essays discussing more in-depth
the exhibition themes and select artistic works. We invite you
all to navigate L.A. with us starting with the opening reception
on May 6, from 7-10 pm, featuring musical artist Lysa Flores.
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Members Only Walking Tour of the LA River

The Studio for Southern California History is thanking its members
with a special walking tour, led by DR. JENNY PRICE of Friends
of the LA River. This tour will take place Saturday April 23 at 10
am. Details on where to meet will be directly sent to members so
become a member today! Everyone in Los Angeles has seen the
LA River, and has heard that it’s being revitalized. But who knows
where it is, exactly--and what exactly is happening on its banks? On
this two-stop tour, we’ll see the river at its greenest and at its most
concrete-- as we talk about the river’s central role in LA’s history
and the necessity of the ambitious revitalization to the city’s future.
Jenny Price is a writer, environmental historian, and Los Angeles
Urban Ranger. Author of “Thirteen Ways of Seeing Nature in
LA,” Flight Maps: Adventures with Nature in Modern America,
and the “Green Me Up, JJ” column on LA Observed, she’s
written for GOOD, Sunset, Believer, Audubon, New York
Times, and Los Angeles Times. She has a Ph.D. in history from
Yale University, and is a Research Scholar at the UCLA Center
for the Study of Women. She gives as many tours of the concrete
LA River as she possibly can, and she lives on Venice Beach.

Support
the Studio
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
Membership categories show annual rates.

Student/Senior $25
Patron $250
Individual $55
Supporting
$500
Friend $75
Benefactor
$1,000
Family $100
(2 adults & 2 kids) Benefits include:
· A subscription to proofs the Studio’s newsletter;
· A 25% discount on Studio products;
· Membership Rates with Partners (like TOWN HALL LA);
· A “Members Only” Walking Tour of the Los Angeles River.

Membership applications available on our website or at the Studio.

